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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a new Monte Carlo method for sampling lattice self-
avoiding walks. The method, which we call ‘GAS’ (generalized atmospheric
sampling), samples walks along weighted sequences by implementing
elementary moves generated by the positive, negative and neutral atmospheric
statistics of the walks. A realized sequence is weighted such that the
average weight of states of length n is proportional to the number of self-
avoiding walks from the origin cn. In addition, the method also self-tunes
to sample from uniform distributions over walks of lengths in an interval
[0, nmax]. We show how to implement GAS using both generalized and endpoint
atmospheres of walks and analyse our data to obtain estimates of the growth
constant and entropic exponent of self-avoiding walks in the square and cubic
lattices.

PACS numbers: 82.35.Lr, 05.50.+q, 05.40.Fb, 64.60.De

1. Introduction

Polymer statistics and enumeration are a classical problem in polymer physics which has been
modelled by lattice self-avoiding walks and related objects [6, 8, 9, 10]. The self-avoiding
walk is a standard model of polymer enumeration, and it has been analysed using scaling
theory, numerical approaches and field theory, see for example [1, 7, 12, 13, 21].

Monte Carlo sampling of self-avoiding walk models of polymers has long been a key
activity in the study of walks as models of polymers [1–3, 25, 26]. Numerous ingenious
algorithms have been used over the last 50 years to sample walks; these include the Rosenbluth
algorithm [25], the BFACF algorithm [1, 2], the Berretti–Sokal algorithm [3], the pivot
algorithm [20], the pruned and enriched Rosenbluth method (PERM) [11] and the incarnation
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of PERM as generalized atmospheric pruned and enriched Rosenbluth sampling (GARM)
[24].

In this paper, we propose a general algorithm for the approximate enumeration of self-
avoiding walks by Monte Carlo sampling. We call this algorithm ‘GAS’, for ‘generalized
atmospheric sampling’ (of walks). The algorithm is a generalization of GARM, and it
operates by sampling walks kinetically in the same spirit as the Rosenbluth, PERM and
GARM algorithms, but now with steps that reduce the length of the walk added into the mix of
possible moves. Similar to Rosenbluth sampling (and also to PERM and GARM), GAS will
be an approximate enumeration scheme—sequences of weighted walks are sampled such that
their average weights at a given length n are proportional to the number of walks of length n.

We define cn to be the number of self-avoiding walks of length n from the origin in
the hypercubic lattice. For example, c0 = 1 in all dimensions d, while in the square lattice
c1 = 4, c2 = 12, c3 = 36 and so on. The growth constant of self-avoiding walks is defined by
the limit [13]

μ = lim
n→∞ c1/n

n (1)

and this also shows that cn growth exponentially with n: it is generally thought that

cn ∼ nγ−1μn (2)

where γ is the entropic exponent of self-avoiding walks.
The algorithm we propose in this paper (GAS) will sample walks along sequences with

average weights proportional to cn. More precisely, GAS will sample a sequence of states
(walks) φ = 〈φ0, φ1, φ2, . . . , φj , . . . , φL〉 of weight W(φ), starting from an arbitrary source
state φ0 (this will usually be the trivial walk of length 0). The average weight of a sequence
of states starting from state φ0 and terminating in the state τ will be denoted by 〈W(φ)〉τ and
will be defined later.

The implementation of the algorithm, starting from the trivial state φ0, will be such that∑
|τ |=n〈W(φ)〉τ∑
|σ |=m〈W(φ)〉σ → cn

cm

(3)

as the length of the sequences goes to infinity, and where the summations are over all possible
final states τ and σ in the sequences φ such that τ is a walk of length n and σ is a walk of
length m.

GAS will estimate the left-hand side averages in equation (3), and so will give an estimate
of the ratio on the right-hand side. If one chooses m = 0, then cm = 1 and the ratio of the
weights on the left-hand side is a direct estimate of cn. In this way, GAS will be an approximate
enumeration algorithm like the Rosenbluth method, and the sequences of walks it samples can
also be analysed to compute averages of other observables such as metric quantities.

In section 2, we describe the basic ideas underlying GAS. We explain the sampling of the
algorithm in terms of paths in a graph we call the derivative graph; this notion has its origin
in the GARM algorithm [24], but the sampling in the case of GAS is more general.

In section 3, we discuss the elementary moves of GAS in terms of self-avoiding walk
atmospheres [23, 24]. We explain that these moves are irreducible in the sense that every two
walks in the state space of walks are connected to each other by a finite sequence of elementary
moves. That is, the state space of walks together with the set of atmospheric moves constitutes
a connected graph.

In section 4, we describe the particular implementations of GAS in this paper. We focus
on the two sets of atmospheric moves examined in section 3, but we also note that other
definitions for atmospheres can be used. Each choice of a set of atmospheric moves gives rise
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to a different version of GAS, and in this paper we focus only on the two sets of atmospheres
defined in section 3; the first implementation is with generalized atmospheric moves [24],
while the second implementation uses endpoint atmospheres [23].

We explain the implementation of a flat-histogram version of GAS in section 5. The
flat-histogram sampling is achieved by the appropriate (self)-tuning of the single parameter of
the GAS algorithm. This implementation has the advantage that sampling is asymptotically a
flat-histogram distribution over the lengths of the walk, and we achieve this result without the
implementation of enrichment and pruning moves as in flatPERM [22] and GARM [24]. The
flat-histogram sampling is a natural consequence of the implementation of the GAS algorithm.
This kind of sampling enables one to collect statistics over sets of walks of given lengths while
controlling for the statistical errors in the sample over the entire region of interest.

The implementation of a flat-histogram version of GAS with generalized atmospheric
moves is a generalization of GARM by the addition of negative and neutral atmospheric
moves in the set of elementary moves of the GARM algorithm. The implementation of GAS
with endpoint atmospheric moves is a generalization of PERM [11, 22] and of the Beretti–
Sokal algorithm [3], and we call this implementation ‘GABS’ to distinguish it from the GAS
implementation with generalized atmospheric moves.

In section 5, we present numerical results of simulations using GAS and GABS. We
examine the properties of GAS for walks of lengths n ∈ [0, 249] in two and three dimensions.
The average weights of sequences give approximate estimates of cn and we use extrapolations
of ratio estimators to estimate μ and γ in equation (2) in two and three dimensions. We
obtain the estimates μ = 2.6383 ± 0.0002 and γ = 1.34 ± 0.02 in two dimensions, and
μ = 4.684 ± 0.001 and γ = 1.16 ± 0.02 in three dimensions. The values of μ are consistent
with results found elsewhere (μ is estimated in two dimensions by series enumeration in
[15] and by using the lace expansion to generate series in three dimensions in [5]). The
estimates for γ is close to the expected exact value of the entropic exponent in two dimensions
(γ = 43/32 = 1.343 75 [7, 21]), and in three dimensions (γ = 1.160 ± 0.004 [16–18]).

Simulations using the flat-histogram GABS version of GAS proved more efficient because
the implementation of endpoint atmospheric moves is computationally fast. This enabled us
to sample walks of lengths in the interval [0, 999] in two and three dimensions. Analysing the
results gives the estimates μ = 2.6383 ± 0.0001 and γ = 1.34 ± 0.02 in two dimensions and
μ = 4.684 ± 0.001 while γ = 1.16 ± 0.02. Comparison of these results to those obtained
using GAS gives best estimates for μ and γ :

μ = 2.6383 ± 0.0001, if d = 2, and μ = 4.684 ± 0.001, if d = 3,

(4)

for the growth constant in two and three dimensions. These results are consistent with estimates
for μ from exact enumeration studies in two and three dimensions, namely μ = 2.638 15 . . .

in d = 2 [15] and μ = 4.6840 . . . in d = 3 [5].
For the entropic exponent,

γ = 1.34 ± 0.02, if d = 2, and γ = 1.16 ± 0.02, if d = 3. (5)

These results are consistent with the exact value of γ = 43/32 in two dimensions [7, 21], and
with the estimate γ = 1.160 ± 0.004 [16–18] obtained by other methods.

We conclude the paper with a few remarks in section 7. In particular, we examine
alternative statistics for estimating μ by tracking ratios of atmospheric statistics. Our results
are comparable to the results given above.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) The graph on the left has five states (vertices) labelled {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. (b) Vertices in
the graph G on the left has now been arranged in rows and copied into levels labelled 0, 1, 2, . . . as
illustrated, where each level is delineated by an ellipse and labelled from the top down. Directed
arcs −→

ab in G are added as arcs a�b�+1 (with a solid arrow) and as −−−→
b�a�+1 (with a dashed arrow) in

G′. Undirected edges ab are added as arcs −−−→
a�b�+1 and −−−→

b�a�+1 (with dotted lines). A (undirected)
loop aa in G is added as an arc a�a�+1.

2. Atmospheres and derivative graphs

Consider an arbitrary multi-graph G with both directed and undirected edges (for example,
the graph in figure 1(a)). G has n vertices and may be infinite (in which case n = ∞). The
vertices in G will also be called the ‘states’ of the graph.

A vertex v ∈ G has an incident set of edges A(v) ⊆ E(G). For example, the vertex
labelled 3 in G in figure 1 has A(3) = {−→13,

−→
34, 23} (one outgoing directed edge, one incoming

directed edge and one undirected edge). We will refer to this set A(v) as the atmosphere of
v. Observe that the atmosphere of a vertex is a multi-set, for example, the atmosphere of the
vertex labelled by 0 in figure 1(a) has A(0) = {−→02,

−→
02}; that is, the arc

−→
02 occurs twice and

the cardinality of A(0) is |A(0)| = 2.
The atmosphere of a vertex is further subdivided into disjoint sets A(v) = P(v)∪N(v)∪

Z(v) where the sets P(v),N(v) and Z(v) are defined by

P(v) = {�e ∈ E(G)| �e is a directed edge starting at v}, (6)

N(v) = {�e ∈ E(G)| �e is a directed edge ending at v}, (7)

Z(v) = {ē ∈ E(G)| ē is an undirected edge incident to v}. (8)
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We call P(v) the positive atmosphere of v,N(v) the negative atmosphere of v and Z(v)

the neutral atmosphere of v.3 Note that −→vw ∈ P(v) if and only if −→vw ∈ N(w). Similarly
vw ∈ Z(v) if and only if vw ∈ Z(w). Hence we require that loops in G are always undirected
and are part of the neutral atmosphere of a vertex (see figure 1).

The size of the atmospheres of a vertex is the cardinality of the multi-sets P(v),N(v) and
Z(v). For example, in figure 1(a) the size of the positive atmosphere of vertex 2 is |P(2)| = 0,
of the negative atmosphere is |N(2)| = 2 and of the neutral atmosphere is |Z(2)| = 1.

Generalized atmospheric sampling is implemented by performing a random walk on
a graph such as G. Since G is a generalized multi-graph with edges and arcs, we make
the definition of a random walk in it precise by considering a derivative graph G′ in
figure 1(b)—random walks in G will correspond to directed paths in G′ and so be given
a precise definition.

We construct the derivative graph as follows: the states or vertices in G are arranged in
horizontal rows as indicated in figure 1(b). Each row is a copy of the vertices in G, and we
label the rows by a level number �. The top row of vertices is in level � = 0, the second row
is in level � = 1, and so on. Vertices in G′ are labelled first the label of their corresponding
vertex in G and then by level number. For example, the vertex label 2 in G will correspond to
vertex 2� in level � in G′.

Directed arcs are now inserted between levels in G′ so that each arc points from a vertex
in level � to a vertex in level � + 1. That is, the arcs impose a general direction on the vertices
from the top down in the derivative graph G′ as illustrated in figure 1(b). More precisely

• If
−→
ab is an arc in G, then for each � = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we insert the arc

−−−→
a�b�+1 in G′. These

arcs are denoted by solid-line arrows in figure 1(b).
• If

−→
ba is an arc in G, then for each � = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we insert the arc

−−−→
a�b�+1 in G′ (note the

reversal of direction). These arcs are denoted by long dashed-line arrows in figure 1(b).
• If ab is an (undirected) edge in G, then for each � = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we insert the arcs

−−−→
a�b�+1

and
−−−→
b�a�+1 in G′. These arcs are denoted by dotted-line arrows in figure 1(b). If a ≡ b

then the edge is an (undirected) loop in G, and we insert one arc a�a�+1 in G′. These arcs
are indicated by dotted-line arrows a�a�+1 in figure 1(b).

The resulting derivative graph is a digraph with source vertices in level � = 0. We note that
the derivative graph is a directed graph with the property that each vertex in level � > 0 has
indegree equal to its outdegree.

We define a random walk in the multi-graph G as an initial vertex followed by a sequence
of consecutive arcs or edges, where edges and arcs can be traversed in either direction. If a step
in the random walk is along a multi-edge or multi-arc, then one of the available multi-edges
or multi-arcs is chosen uniformly as the step.

Such a random walk in G is represented by a directed path in the derivative graph G′

which descends one level with each step. For example, the walk 0202311 . . . in G corresponds
to the directed path 00210223331415 . . . in G′. Each step in the random walk in G′ is selected
randomly from some distribution from the available (outgoing) arcs to the next level in the
atmosphere of the current vertex.

The GAS algorithm will be best understood as the sampling of states in G by realizing a
weighted directed path in the derivative graph G′ by starting at a (source) state in level � = 0

3 These definitions of the terms positive, negative and neutral atmospheres should be seen as a generalization of the
use of these terms in [24]. In particular, the edges in the positive atmosphere of a vertex represent constructions that
increase the size of the object represented by that vertex—such as appending a bond to the end of a self-avoiding
walk. Similarly, edges in the negative atmosphere of a vertex represent constructions that decrease the size of the
object—such as deleting the last bond of a self-avoiding walk. Finally, edges in the neutral atmosphere represent
size-preserving constructions, such as a rotation of the final bond in a self-avoiding walk.
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Figure 2. The positive endpoint atmosphere of this walk is composed of the bold edges incident
with the last vertex of the walk. The size of the positive endpoint atmosphere in this example is
a+

e = 2.

and then stepping down levels from state to state along arcs. This dynamics is related to the
dynamics of the GARM algorithm, but now with the generalization that negative atmospheric
steps can be taken by the algorithm (while in GARM, only positive and neutral atmospheric
steps are available). This generalization will extend the basic sampling approach in GARM to
a wider collection of models, including polygons of fixed knot type (which cannot be sampled
using GARM).

In the following section, we explain GAS in terms of the derivative graph and show that
it is an approximate enumeration algorithm for the number of states in a graph.

3. Atmospheric moves in self-avoiding walks

In this section, we define a set of elementary moves called atmospheric moves on self-avoiding
walks. There are numerous possible definitions, but we shall consider only two in this paper,
consult references [14, 23, 24] for more about the atmospheres of self-avoiding walks.

3.1. Endpoint atmospheres

In figure 2, the endpoint atmosphere of a self-avoiding walk is illustrated. The set of edges
incident with the final vertex of the walk composes the positive endpoint atmosphere of
the walk. The size of the positive endpoint atmosphere is the number of edges which
can be appended to the last vertex of the walk to create a new self-avoiding walk. We
denote the size of the positive endpoint atmosphere by ae

+. In figure 2, the bold edges compose
the positive endpoint atmosphere of the walk with last vertex indicated the arrowhead. In this
example, ae

+ = 2.
The negative endpoint atmosphere of a walk is its terminal edge. By deleting this edge,

a self-avoiding walk is obtained, of length reduced by one. The size of the negative endpoint
atmosphere is denoted by ae

−, and it follows that ae
−(s) = 0 if s is the walk of length zero,

and ae
−(s) = 1 otherwise. In figure 3, the bold final edge in the walk composes the negative

atmosphere. Removing it gives a self-avoiding walk of length reduced by one step.
A neutral endpoint atmosphere can also be defined for a self-avoiding walk. Consider

the walk in figure 3. The two alternative positions for the final bold step are indicated by
dashed line segments. These form the neutral endpoint atmosphere of the walk. The size of
the neutral endpoint atmosphere of a walk is denoted by ae

0, and in the example in figure 3,
ae

0 = 2.
Endpoint atmospheres can be used to sample walks along a sequence. In figure 4, we

show that by starting with the trivial walk as a seed, by the addition of edges from the positive
atmosphere at each step, an arbitrary walk can be created. These additions of edges from the
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Figure 3. The negative endpoint atmosphere is composed of the bold final edge in this walk. The
neutral endpoint atmosphere of this walk is composed of the dashed edges which are alternative
positions for the terminal edge in the walk. In this example ae

0 = 2.

Figure 4. Starting at the trivial walk in the middle, a sequence of positive endpoint atmospheric
moves is a walk in this graph, stepping from state to state along the arrows by adding an edge from
the positive endpoint atmosphere at every step.

positive endpoint atmosphere are positive endpoint atmospheric moves, and they are denoted
by arrows in figure 4. Starting from the origin in the middle of the graph, a path along arrows
in the graph is a possible sequence of positive endpoint atmospheric moves.

A negative endpoint atmospheric move is executed if the terminal edge of a walk is
removed. Such moves are the opposite of the positive endpoint atmospheric moves illustrated
in figure 4. Observe that there is a path from the origin (which is the walk of zero length and
one vertex) to any other walk s: by executing negative atmospheric moves on s recursively, one
finally ends in the origin in figure 4. The reverse sequence of positive endpoint atmospheric
moves is a path from the origin to any walk. The corollary to this is that by executing positive
and negative endpoint atmospheric moves, there is a path in the graph in figure 4 between
any two given walks. We call the collection of positive and negative atmospheric moves
irreducible on the set of all self-avoiding walks starting from the origin. This property is not
disturbed if neutral endpoint atmospheric moves are added to the set of atmospheric moves.

3.2. Generalized atmospheres

A second set of self-avoiding walk atmospheres we will use in this paper is the generalized
atmospheres.

7
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Figure 5. Defining the positive generalized atmosphere of a walk. By inserting the two bold edges
at the vertex • in the walk on the left, the walks on the right are obtained. Thus, the bold edges
are part of the positive generalized atmosphere of the walk on the left. All edges which can be
inserted in this way compose the positive generalized atmosphere of size a

g
+ . The walk on the left

has a
g
+ = 14.

Figure 6. Defining the negative generalized atmosphere of a walk. By deleting and contracting
one of the three bold edges in the walk on the left, the walks on the right are obtained. Each bold
edge is part of the negative generalized atmosphere of the walk on the left. All the edges which
can be deleted and contracted in this way compose the negative generalized atmosphere of size a

g
−.

The walk on the left has a
g
− = 3.

The definition of a positive generalized atmosphere of a given self-avoiding walk is
illustrated in figure 5. Cut the walk in a given vertex • to obtain two subwalks. Attempt to
reconnect the subwalks by adding a single edge between them, as illustrated. If the resulting
walk is self-avoiding then the added edge is part of the positive generalized atmosphere of the
walk. For example, the walk on the left of figure 5 has two edges in its positive generalized
atmosphere incident with the vertex •, these are denoted by the bold edges on the right.

The size of the positive generalized atmosphere is denoted by a
g
+. If s is the walk on the

left in figure 5, then a
g
+(s) = 14.

The definition of a negative generalized atmosphere for a given self-avoiding walk is
illustrated in figure 6. By contracting anyone of the bold edges, a self-avoiding walk of length
reduced by one is obtained. The collection of edges which can be contracted to obtain a walk of
length reduced by one composes the negative generalized atmosphere of a given self-avoiding
walk. The walk on the left in figure 6 has three edges in its negative generalized atmosphere
which therefore has size a

g
− = 3. Observe that for all walks, except the trivial walk of length

zero, the final edge is also a negative generalized atmospheric edge, in other words, ag
−(s) � 1

if s is a walk of length at least one.
A neutral generalized atmosphere can also be defined for walks. One such definition

would be based on pivot moves [19] which are implemented by choosing a vertex (pivot point)
which cuts the walk into two parts, followed by rotating or reflecting the shorter segment
around the pivot point in one of the 2dd! possible elements of the symmetry group of the
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Figure 7. Generalized atmospheric moves in the GAS algorithm set up a map f : S → S

which maps predecessors in S to successors in S. f may be represented as a digraph as illustrated
above. Observe that the outdegree of any predecessor vertex in S is equal to the indegree of
the corresponding successor vertex. This is necessarily true, since every atmospheric move is
reversible. That is, if ω ∈ S is a state, then indeg ω = outdeg ω, since every arc into ω is also an
arc out of ω.

d-dimensional hypercubic lattice. The move is a neutral atmospheric move if the result is a
self-avoiding walk. The neutral generalized atmosphere is the total collection of distinct pivot
moves on a given walk s, denoted by a

g

0 (s). For example, if s is the self-avoiding walk of
length 2 edges both stepping in the east direction, then a

g

0 (s) = 2d − 2 in the d-dimensional
hypercubic lattice.

Positive, neutral and negative generalized atmospheres similarly define atmospheric
moves on a walk, and the result is again similar to figure 4. Walks may be represented as vertices
or states in a graph with arcs representing positive generalized atmospheric moves. Since
endpoint atmospheric moves are a subset of generalized atmospheric moves, the collection
of generalized atmospheric moves is irreducible on the state space of all self-avoiding walks:
any walk can be transformed into any other walk by a sequence of generalized atmospheric
moves.

Observe that atmospheric moves are reversible. Each positive atmospheric move which
increases the length of a walk can be reversed by a corresponding negative atmospheric move.
A neutral atmospheric move is similarly reversible by a neutral atmospheric move.

There are alternative definitions for self-avoiding walk atmospheres, see for example
references [14, 24], and these may be implemented in this paper as well. However, we shall
only consider the two cases defined above in our numerical simulations.

4. Generalized atmospheric sampling of walks

In this section, we use the ideas presented in the previous two sections to explain the
implementation of a Monte Carlo algorithm that samples walks along a sequence φ. The key
idea is to consider an irreducible set of atmospheric moves (a+, a0, a−) in order to construct
first a digraph G as in figure 4 with vertices (states) which are self-avoiding walks and arcs
which corresponds to atmospheric moves. Arcs can also be added for neutral and negative
atmospheric moves; this does not change the basic operation of the algorithm. Observe that
we denote by (a+, a0, a−) any set of irreducible atmospheric statistics, including generalized
or endpoint atmospheres.

The second step is to generate the derivative graph G′ from G as explained in figure 1 and
in section 2. A schematic diagram of two adjacent levels in the derivative graph is given in
figure 7. Atmospheric moves (positive, neutral or negative) are illustrated by arcs from level

9
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� to level � + 1, while the bullets are the states (walks) in each level. Observe that the graph G
of states is infinite, and that each level in the derivative graph is infinite while G′ also have an
infinite sequence of levels.

Consider a self-avoiding walk s together with its associated atmospheric statistics
a+(s), a0(s) and a−(s) of positive, neutral and negative (generalized or endpoint) atmospheres
together with their corresponding atmospheric moves. We require that (1) the set of
atmospheric moves is irreducible, (2) that every positive atmospheric move is reversible
by a corresponding negative atmospheric move, and vice versa, and (3) that every neutral
atmospheric move is reversible by a corresponding neutral atmospheric move.

If s is a given walk, then a walk s ′ can be constructed from s by selecting a positive,
neutral or negative atmospheric move. Generally, the atmospheric move may insert or delete
edges in s, or in the case of a neutral atmosphere, change the conformation of s in some way
which preserves its length. We call s the predecessor of s ′, and s ′ is the successor of s.

Since each atmospheric move is assumed to be reversible, s is both a predecessor and a
successor of s ′ (and vice versa), provided s ′ can be obtained from s through a given atmospheric
move.

Let S be the state space of all self-avoiding walks from the origin. The atmospheric
moves define a map f : S → S which maps the states in S to S such that (s, s ′) ∈ f if s is a
predecessor of s ′. By starting at a state φ0 and then recursively selecting elements from f (φj ),
a sequence φ0, φ1, φ2, . . . is realized as a random walk along the arcs in the derivative graph
G′, such that φj is in level j .

Let φ0 ∈ S be an initial state in the algorithm. Successors of φ0 are states φ1 which can be
reached from φ0 by implementing a (positive, neutral or negative) atmospheric move. Once
φ1 has been selected as the next state, then φ2 can be selected by choosing a state from the set
of successors of φ1. In this way, φj+1 is selected from the successors of φj , but not necessarily
with uniform probability. This process builds a sequence φ = φ0φ1φ2 . . . φj . . . of states by
repeated compositions of the map f defined above and in figure 7 and this composition is
illustrated by the directed path in the derivate graph in figure 8.

The sampling of states from the successors of the current state is the basic operation
of GAS. When the j th state is sampled, the algorithm is said to be sample in level j , and
we illustrate this in figure 8: the algorithm starts in level zero, and then realizes a sequence
φ = φ0φ1φ2 . . . φj . . . by sampling successors level by level; the state φj is sampled from the
j th level. Finally, the sequence φ is a potentially infinite directed path through the levels in
the digraph in figure 8 such that state φj is in level j .

Each level S in the derivative graph in figure 8 is itself an infinite collection of states
corresponding to self-avoiding walks of arbitrary length. We assume that state φj corresponds
to a self-avoiding walk of length nj in a sequence φ realized by GAS.

A restriction on the lengths nj can be built into GAS as follows: {define} the positive
atmospheres of states in S of length n = nmax to be equal to zero. In other words, if φj ∈ S

and nj = nmax, then a+(φj ) = 0.
This imposition is completely artificial in the sense that a (non-zero) positive atmosphere

can be defined of states of length nmax, but that we set this to be equal to zero. The effect
of this is that states of lengths longer than nmax cannot be reached by GAS if it uses the
trivial starting state φ0 which is the trivial walk of length zero. With this change, atmospheric
moves are still irreducible on the set of walks of length at most nmax and algorithm samples
walks in the state space S(nmax) which is the collection of self-avoiding walks of length at
most nmax.

Suppose that state φj in level j in GAS-sampling has been realized. Introduce the
parameter β (possibly dependent on the number of edges of state φj ) and perform an

10
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Figure 8. Sampling in the derivative graph by the GAS-algorithm. The algorithm is initiated in
state φ0 in level 0, marked by O. A successor state in level 1 is selected as the next state by applying
an atmospheric move (positive, neutral or negative). If the current level is j , then the state φj+1 in
level j = 1 is selected from the successors of state φj . Eventually the sequence φ of states is a
path in the diagram as illustrated above. The dotted arcs are possible atmospheric moves and are
directed from bottom to top. The sequence φ is denoted by the solid path and steps down through
the levels. Observe that the indegree of each vertex in this digraph is equal to the outdegree. If
s ∈ S is a state in level j , then indeg s = outdeg s = a

g
+(s) + a

g

0 (s) + a
g
−(s).

atmospheric move on φj with probabilities

P+ = P(positive atmospheric move) = βa+(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj )
, (9)

P0 = P(neutral atmospheric move) = a0(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj )
, (10)

P− = P(negative atmospheric move) = a−(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj )
, (11)

which are normalized to sum up to unity.
The purpose of the GAS-algorithm is to compute a weight W(φ) for a realized sequence

φ of states. Implementation of the algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 4.1 [GAS]. This algorithm samples along a sequence φ = φ0φ1φ2 . . . φj . . . in the
state space S of self-avoiding walks where state φj is said to be in level j . If the positive
atmospheres of self-avoiding walks of length n = nmax are defined to be zero, then the sampling
is on the state space of walks of maximum length nmax.

(1) Define the state φ0 in level 0 (normally the trivial walk composed of the single vertex at
the origin with length 0 edges). Set β at a convenient value (say β ≈ 1/μd ), and let L be
the desired length of the sequence φ.

(2) Initialize the weight W of the sequence φ by putting W0 = 1.

11
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(3) If state φj in level j and of weight Wj has been determined, then compute the atmospheres
a+(φj ), a0(φj ) and a−(φj ).

(4) Update Wj by putting

W ′
j+1 = (a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj ))Wj .

(5) Compute the probabilities in equations (9)–(11). Use these to determine whether the next
atmospheric move is positive, neutral or negative. Perform an atmospheric move of the
kind selected by uniformly choosing a move from list of possible moves. This gives the
state φj+1.

(6) Define the function σ on the sequence φ by

σ(φj , φj+1) =
⎧⎨
⎩

−1, if φj+1 follows φj through a+,

+1, if φj+1 follows φj through a−,

0, if φj+1 follows φj through a0.

That is, if φj → φj+1 through a positive (negative) atmospheric move, then σ(φj , φj+1) =
−1(+1). Otherwise σ(φj , φj+1) = 0. Update the weight by

Wj+1 = W ′
j+1β

σ(φj ,φj+1)(
a

g
−(φj+1) + a

g

0 (φj+1) + βa
g
+(φj+1)

) .

This produces the next state φj+1 of weight Wj+1 in the sequence φ.
(7) If the sequence has reached a desired level, say j = L, then terminate the algorithm. It

has generated a sequence φ of weight WL. Otherwise, proceed at step (3) to find the next
state.

Define nj to be the length (number of edges) in state φj (which is a walk of length
nj � nmax in S). Define |φ| to be the number of levels in a sequence realized by GAS. If GAS
realizes a sequence φ with |φ| levels, then the weight of φ is

W(φ) =
⎡
⎣|φ|−1∏

j=0

[
a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj )

a−(φj+1) + a0(φj+1) + βa+(φj+1)

]⎤
⎦ |φ|−1∏

j=0

βσ(φj ,φj+1). (12)

Define Pa(φ) to be the number of positive atmospheric moves in φ, and Na(φ) to be the number
of negative atmospheric moves in φ. Then it follows that

∑|φ|−1
j=0 σ(φj , φj+1) = Na(φ)−Pa(φ)

and using this, the products above telescope down to the much simplified expression

W(φ) =
[

a−(φ0) + a0(φ0) + βa+(φ0)

a−(φL) + a0(φL) + βa+(φL)

]
βNa(φ)−Pa(φ). (13)

This weight is very different from weights in Rosenbluth and GARM, and has the property
that each time φ passes through the state φ0, then W(φ) = 1.

The probability of realizing a particular sequence φ is given by

P(φ) =
⎡
⎣|φ|−1∏

j=0

[
1

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βa+(φj )

]⎤
⎦ βPa(φ) (14)

since the probability of particular atmospheric moves is given in equations (9)–(11).
The expected value of the weight over all sequences terminating in the state τ is then

given by

〈W(φ)〉τ =
∑

φ:φ0→τ

W(φ)P (φ)

=
∑

φ:φ0→τ

⎡
⎣|φ|−1∏

j=0

[
1

a−(φj+1) + a0(φj+1) + βa+(φj+1)

]⎤
⎦ βNa(φ), (15)

12
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where the summation over φ : φ0 → τ is over all sequences starting from the state φ0 and
terminating in the state τ . Consider one such sequence φ and reverse each step in it to get
the sequence φ′. Since the indegrees of the derivative graph are equal to its outdegrees, the
atmospheres of any state in the sequence φ′ are equal to the atmospheres of the corresponding
state in the forward chain φ.

Each positive atmospheric step in φ is a negative atmospheric step in φ′ and vice versa.
Hence Na(φ) = Pa(φ

′) and we can write the summation above as

〈W(φ)〉τ =
∑

φ′:τ→φ0

⎡
⎣|φ′|−1∏

j=0

[
1

a−(φ′
j ) + a0(φ

′
j ) + βa+(φ

′
j )

]⎤
⎦ βPa(φ

′). (16)

The summand is the probability that a sequence φ′ starting in state τ will terminate at the state
φ0 if positive atmospheric moves are given with probability

P + = βa+(φ
′
j )

a−(φ′
j ) + a0(φ

′
j ) + βa+(φ

′
j )

, (17)

neutral atmospheric moves with probability

P 0 = a0(φ
′
j )

a−(φ′
j ) + a0(φ

′
j ) + βa+(φ

′
j )

, (18)

and negative atmospheric moves with probability

P − = a−(φ′
j )

a−(φ′
j ) + a0(φ

′
j ) + βa+(φ

′
j )

. (19)

These probabilities define a backwards Markov chain starting in the state τ and terminating
in the state φ0. If the set of atmospheric moves is irreducible, and if the mean probabilities of
the (backwards) positive and negative atmospheric moves P + and P − in the backwards chain
given by equations (17) and (19) satisfy

〈P +〉n � 〈P −〉n (20)

over the entire range of lengths of walks in the backwards chain, then the probability in
equation (16) (that the backwards chain terminates in the state φ0) is bigger than zero, since
the atmospheric moves are reversible and the entire process is a (biased) random walk on the
integers with average transition probabilities 〈P −〉n for a transition n → n − 1 and 〈P +〉n for
transition n → n + 1. Since the process is ergodic (aperiodic and irreducible), the state n = 0
is persistent and the process terminates with positive probability at n = 0 in the state φ0.

This is in particular true if β in equation (19) satisfies

β � 〈a−〉n
〈a+〉n (21)

for all values of n, or whenever

β � inf
n

[ 〈a−〉n
〈a+〉n

]
. (22)

If the algorithm is defined with a maximum value on the length of the states, say nmax, then
the restriction is not needed: the probabilities above define an ergodic Markov process on
[0, nmax] and the state φ0 is persistent. Thus, for any finite value of β, the mean weight in
equations (15) and (16) is positive.

The average weight 〈W(φ)〉 is asymptotically independent of the starting state τ in
equation (16) in the backwards Markov process:

〈W(φ)〉τ =
∑

φ′:τ→φ0

P(φ0|τ) → C0 > 0, (23)

13
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where P(φ0|τ) is the conditional probability that a sequence will terminate in φ0 given that it
started in τ and where C0 is asymptotically independent of τ (as |φ′| → ∞). Summing this
over all sequences of length L = |φ| levels (with L large) ending in states τ of length n shows
that ∑

|τ |=n

〈W(φ)〉τ → cn〈P(φ0|τ)〉n, (24)

where cn is the number of walks of length n, and 〈P(φ0|τ)〉n is the mean conditional probability
that the sequence terminates in φ having started in τ . Similarly, for walks σ of length m it
follows that ∑

|σ |=m

〈W(φ)〉σ → cm〈P(φ0|σ)〉m. (25)

Asymptotically, the averages 〈P(φ0|τ)〉n are independent of n, and these factors cancel when
the ratio of equations (24) and (25) is taken. This gives∑

|τ |=n〈W(φ)〉τ∑
|σ |=m〈W(φ)〉σ → cn

cm

as |φ| → ∞. (26)

In particular, if m = 0, then c0 = 1 and∑
|τ |=n〈W(φ)〉τ

N0
→ cn as |φ| → ∞, (27)

since the weight of a sequence terminating in the state φ0 is 1, and where N0 is the number of
visits of the sequence φ to φ0. This last expression is the ratio of the accumulated weight of
states of length n along the sequence φ, to the accumulated weight of φ0.

In practical implementations, the total (unnormalized) accumulated weight∑
|τ |=j 〈W(φ)〉τ is collected along sequences φ (of length L states, for L large) realized by the

algorithm. Data are collected for a state τ each time the chain passes through τ , and ratios
of the accumulated weights produce estimates of ratios of cn as in equations (26) and (27).
Normally, a simulation will proceed by generating a sequence φ with L levels, and estimating
accumulated weights by binning the weights for each value of n. This gives the accumulated
weights in equation (26) from which cn can be estimated.

The implementation of GAS proceeds by realizing N independent sequences φ and
computing weights for each. This provides one with independent estimates for cn/cm,
which can then be analysed. As for the GARM algorithm, GAS is in principle an
approximate enumeration algorithm, and we shall see below that a flat-histogram version
can be implemented.

In figure 9, the distribution of walks sampled along a sequence φ of length L = 50 × 106

levels is plotted against length n in a simulation of GAS with β = 0.225 in two dimensions
using generalized atmospheres. The histogram shows that short walks were sampled often,
and that the sampling of longer walks decreases exponentially with n (this is to be expected,
since β < 1/μ and

[〈
a

g
−
〉
n

/〈
a

g
+

〉
n

] = cn/cn+1—generally it is thought that [cn+1/cn] → μ). In
general, it turns out to be tricky to tune β to obtain good sampling over a range of values of n,
although the imposition of a maximum value of n improves the situation somewhat.

Estimates of cn obtained from the data in figure 9 are listed in table 1 by normalizing
accumulated weights with respect to the weight of the trivial walk. We observe that for small n
the algorithm produces good estimates, but that the accuracy decreases quickly with increasing
n, partly because fewer walks were realized along the sequence for larger values of n. In the
following section, we illustrate a method for implementing GAS such that it self-tunes to
produce flat-histogram sampling and to improve the estimates of cn for larger values of n.

14
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Figure 9. Sampling by the GAS-algorithm. In this run of two-dimensional walks, we put
β = 0.225 and sampled a (single) sequences of length L = 50 × 106 levels. The histogram above
gives the number of states binned according to length n. Since β < 1/μ in this example, longer
walks were sampled less often, and the attrition is exponential with increasing n. By determining
the average weights of states of length n as in equation (24) and taking the ratios of average weights
(see equation (27), estimates of cn can be determined. The results are displayed in table 1. Since
the sampling is poor for longer walks, the estimate of cn deteriorates quickly with increasing n.

Table 1. Approximate enumeration with GAS.

n cn in 2D Estimate

0 1 1
1 4 4.001 43
2 12 12.0024
3 36 35.9801
4 100 99.9584
5 284 283.824
6 780 778.920
7 2172 2169.58
8 5916 5916.18
9 16 268 16 282.3

10 44 100 44 158.9
11 120 292 120 566
12 324 932 325 657
13 881 500 882 577
14 2374 444 2377 630
15 6416 596 6371 060
16 17 245 332 17 021 200

The advantage of flat-histogram sampling of GAS over other flat-histogram methods such as
flatPERM [22] and GARM [24], is that the flat histogram is obtained by tuning β, rather than
by using enrichment and pruning techniques. The implementation is therefore simpler, and
there should be fewer correlations between states sampled along a sequence φ.

5. Flat histogram generalized atmospheric sampling

In this section, we describe an algorithm for implementing a flat-histogram version of GAS.
We modify the parameter β in algorithm 4.1 such that states of length n are sampled from a
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flat histogram over [0, nmax], except at the endpoints of this interval. As before, we denote
by (a+, a0, a−) any set of irreducible atmospheric statistics, including generalized or endpoint
atmospheres.

Define the state space S(nmax) to be all the walks from the origin of lengths in [0, nmax].
An implementation of GAS on S(nmax) does not give a flat histogram on [0, nmax], but operates
by sampling states φj of lengths nj ∈ [0, nmax] such that the sequence 〈nj 〉 is a (biased) random
walk on the integers in [0, nmax]. Since the algorithm is irreducible, it will sample all walks of
lengths n ∈ [0, nmax] with positive probability. The aim is to sample uniformly in [0, nmax].

We proceed by making the parameter β in the probabilities in equations (9)–(11) dependent
on the length nj of the state φi along the sequence φ. In particular, we choose β such that

〈P +〉n = 〈P −〉n (28)

in equations (17) and (19); this makes a positive atmospheric step as likely as a negative
atmospheric step on average for each value of n in (0, nmax). By replacing β by βn in
equations (9)–(11) with

βn = 〈a−〉n
〈a+〉n , (29)

GAS will select a longer walk as the next state with average probability equal to the average
probability of selecting a shorter walk as the next state. Thus, GAS executes a random walk
on [0, nmax] which is locally still biased, but on average is unbiased in the lengths of the states.
Since the algorithm is ergodic on this interval, it will sample asymptotically from the uniform
distribution on (0, nmax) and visit the states of length 0 and nmax half as frequently as the states
of lengths in (0, nmax).

The implementation proceeds as follows.

Algorithm 5.1 [flat-histogram GAS]. This algorithm samples along a sequence φ =
φ0φ1φ2 . . . φj . . . in the state space S(nmax) of walks where state φj is said to be in level
j and has length nj .

(1) Define the state φ0 in level 0 (normally the trivial walk composed of the single vertex at
the origin with length 0 edges). Set βn at a convenient value for each n ∈ [0, nmax], and
let L be the desired length (number of levels) in the sequence φ.

(2) Initialize the weight W of the sequence φ by putting W0 = 1.
(3) If state φj in level j and of weight Wj has been determined, then compute the atmospheres

a+(φj ), a0(φj ) and a−(φj ). Note that a+(φj ) = 0 if nj = nmax.
(4) Update Wj by putting

W ′
j+1 = (a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βnj

a+(φj ))Wj .

(5) Compute the probabilities

P+ = P(positive atmospheric move) = βnj
a+(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βnj
a+(φj )

, (30)

P0 = P(neutral atmospheric move) = a0(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βnj
a+(φj )

, (31)

P− = P(negative atmospheric move) = a−(φj )

a−(φj ) + a0(φj ) + βnj
a+(φj )

. (32)

Use these to determine whether the next atmospheric move is positive, neutral or negative.
Perform an atmospheric move of the kind selected by uniformly choosing a move from
list of possible moves. This gives the state φj+1.
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(6) Define the function σ on the sequence φ by

σ(φj , φj+1) =
⎧⎨
⎩

−1, if φj+1 follows φj through a+,

+1, if φj+1 follows φj through a−,

0, if φj+1 follows φj through a0.

That is, if φj → φj+1 through a positive (negative) atmospheric move, then σ(φj , φj+1) =
−1(+1). Otherwise σ(φj , φj+1) = 0. Update the weight by

Wj+1 = W ′
j+1β

σ(φj ,φj+1)
nj+1

(a−(φj+1) + a0(φj+1) + βnj+1a+(φj+1))
.

This produces the next state φj+1 in the sequence φ.
(7) If the sequence has reached a desired level, say j = L, then terminate the sequence,

otherwise proceed at step (3) to find the next state. If the sequence was terminated, then
update estimates for βn for each n ∈ [0, nmax] by computing

βn = 〈a−〉n
〈a+〉n .

Since a−(s) = 0 if s is the walk of zero length, put β0 = 1. Since a+(s) = 0 if s is a walk
of length nmax, put βnmax = 0. With this new set of βn, start a new sequence from step (1).
Repeat this until a desired number N of sequences have been realized.

(8) If each of the sequences φ is sufficiently long (L is large), then each new sequence will
generate a flatter histogram over the lengths n ∈ [0, nmax].

This implementation of GAS proceeds by realizing N independent sequences φ of L levels each
and computing weights for each while updating the values of βn following the completion
of each sequence. If the initial choices for βn were erroneous, updated estimates quickly
improve, and eventually a flat histogram of states on the interval (0, nmax) is obtained, while
the states of length 0 and nmax are visited half as often on average (GAS performs a random
walk on the integers in [0, nmax], with reflecting boundaries).

The same arguments developed for GAS following algorithm 4.1 shows that the weight
of a sequence φ is given by

W(φ) =
[

a−(φ0) + a0(φ0) + βn0a+(φ0)

a−(φL) + a0(φL) + βnL
a+(φL)

] |φ|−1∏
j=0

β
σ(φj ,φj+1)
nj

(33)

and the average weights of sequences can be used to estimate cn by computing the ratio

Rn,m =
∑

|τ |=n〈W(φ)〉τ∑
|σ |=m〈W(φ)〉σ → cn

cm

as |φ| → ∞. (34)

In figure 10, an example of flat-histogram GAS sampling of walks using generalized
atmospheres is given. The length of the sequence was L = 1000 000 levels, and values of βn

were computed from an earlier run using equation (29); these are denoted by the solid bars.
The binning of states of length n in figure 10 shows that GAS effectively performs a random
walk on n ∈ [0, nmax], producing the nearly flat histogram indicated by the open bars.

In general, it was easy to estimate values of β� to give flat distributions, even over wide
intervals with large values of nmax. Generally we proceeded by computing weights along each
sequence, while β� were updated after each sequence to initiate the next. This produced flat
distributions on [0, nmax] similar to the data displayed in figure 10. Generally, updating values
of β� to obtain a flat distribution was efficient: in figure 11, we display the initial values of β�
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Figure 10. Flat-histogram sampling in the GAS-algorithm. The solid bars give the values of βn as
a function of n on the right-hand side scale. The bar corresponding to β0 = 1 is left away, since the
probability of stepping from the walk of length 0 to a walk of length 1 is 1/2d, independent of β0.
In this simulation, nmax = 40, and so β40 = 0. The values of βn were computed by atmospheric
ratios (see equation (29)) from an earlier run. The binning of states of length n ∈ [0, 40] in a
sequence of length 1000 000 with βn as given, is indicated by the open bars with scale on the
left-hand axis. The states with n = 0 and n = 40 were sampled about half as frequently as those
states with n ∈ (0, 40).
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Figure 11. Determining β� for a GAS simulation. A good initial choice for β� is β�(1) = 1/μ

for all � in [0, nmax] (this is represented by the horizontal line). After each GAS-sequence, β� is
updated as in equation (29) to obtain β�(N) for N = 2, 3, 4, . . . . The updated values of β�(N)

are displayed for sequences N = 2, 3, 4 along the curve denoted by β�(2). These values of β� are
virtually unchanged for all subsequent sequences and have stabilized to give flat sampling after
one initial sequence was generated. In this simulation nmax = 100 and each sequence consists of
106 levels.

for a simulation on [0, 100] in d = 2 with just four sequences of length L = 106. The initial
choice was β� = 0.38 ≈ 1/μ. The updated values of β� stabilized after just one sequence was
used to update β�, and all further updates were of no consequence in the simulations. The data
for the second, third and fourth sequences all collapse to the single curve in figure 11. This
kind of behaviour was observed in all our simulations, and we noted that a good initial choice
for β� is β� ≈ 1/μd .

6. Numerical results

Versions of GAS were coded using either positive and negative endpoint atmospheric moves
(see figure 2), or positive and negative generalized atmospheric moves (see figures 5 and 6).
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We call the endpoint atmospheric implementation ‘GABS’, because endpoint atmospheric
moves were used in the Beretti–Sokal algorithm [3].

The implementation of GABS relies superficially on the same elementary moves as the
Beretti–Sokal algorithm, but the dynamics of the algorithm are completely different. The
basic advantage of the endpoint atmospheric implementation of GABS is that an elementary
move can be performed in O(1) CPU-time. This implies that very long weighted sequences φ

can be generated, and moreover, that the total CPU-time is insensitive of nmax, the maximum
length of self-avoiding walks sampled by the algorithm.

In contrast to this, the use of generalized atmospheres in GAS requires more CPU-time.
An average generalized atmospheric elementary move requires O(n) CPU-time, on a self-
avoiding walk of length n. Moreover, since the distribution is flat over walks of lengths
n ∈ (0, nmax), the CPU-time per elementary move increases on average linearly with nmax.
This dependence may be improved with better use of data structures (see for example [4]), but
we did not pursue that in this study.

We performed several runs for different values of nmax. Our purpose was to compute
average weights (see equation (34)) in order to estimate cn. By computing the ratio Rn,m in
equation (34) for several values of m, one may estimate cn by

cn ≈ 1

N + 1

N∑
m=0

cmRn,m. (35)

Since cm is known for small values of m, this approximation estimates cn in terms of cm for
small values of m. In our initial simulations, we chose N = 2 in the above, and then compared
estimates for cn with values obtained by exact enumeration studies [12, 15].

6.1. Results from simulations using GAS

Runs with nmax = 249 in the two- and three-dimensional hypercubic lattices were performed.
In two dimensions, GAS realized 200 sequences φ, each sequence with 50 × 106 levels.
In three dimensions, GAS was used to sample along 300 sequences φ, each sequence with
50 × 106 levels.

Average weights were computed and cn were estimated using equation (35) with N = 2.
In table 2, we compare estimates for cn extracted from our simulations with exact results.

The results in table 2 and estimates for cn for n ∈ [0, 249] suggest that one may compute
an estimate for the growth constant μ and entropic exponent γ of walks in two and three
dimensions. Since our data are essentially inexact series, one should be able to use series
analysis techniques, but we have only been able to use the most basic methods; our data were
not smooth enough for more sophisticated approaches.

The ratio estimator

rn =
√

cn+2

cn

∼
(

1 +
γ − 1

n

)
μ (36)

can be plotted against 1/n and by extrapolating it to its intercept with the Y-axis an estimate
of μ is obtained. By examining the dispersion of the ratio estimators and extrapolating it to
large n, one can bound the growth constant of walks: 2.6368 � μ � 2.6388. We plot these
ratio estimators n ∈ [100, 249] in figure 12.

A better estimate is obtained if the linear extrapolant

μn = nrn − (n − 1)rn−1 (37)

is instead computed. Assuming that μn are normally distributed about μ for n � n0,
and by taking an average, one obtains estimates of μ virtually independent of n0
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Figure 12. The ratio estimator for data produced by GAS in two dimensions is plotted against 1/n

for n ∈ [100, 249].

Table 2. Approximate enumeration with GAS.

n cn in 2D Estimate cn in 3D Estimate

0 1 1.000 25 1 0.999 616
1 4 4.000 42 6 5.998 52
2 12 11.9994 30 30.0018
3 36 36.0038 150 150.039
4 100 100.030 726 726.132
5 284 284.153 3534 3535.13
6 780 780.485 16 926 16 939.0
7 2172 2173.40 81 390 81 489.0
8 5916 5920.84 38 766 388 482
9 16 268 16 276.6 1853 886 1856 250

10 44 100 44 110.9 8809 878 8818 800
11 120 292 120 318 41 934 150 41 964 600
12 324 932 324 928 198 842 742 198 945 000
13 881 500 881 350 943 974 510 944 280 700
14 2374 444 2374 275 4468 911 678 4470 190 000
15 6416 596 6418 170 21 175 146 054 21 178 000 000
16 17 245 332 17 253 000 100 121 875 974 100 110 400 000

for small values of n0. If we denote these estimates in the format (n0, μn0), then
our results are (1, 2.638 30 . . .), (5, 2.638 32 . . .), (10, 2.638 31 . . .), (15, 2.638 00 . . .) and
(20, 2.638 06 . . .). Considering the spread in these results, the midpoint is around μ = 2.6382,
with a confidence interval which we take to be one-half the difference in the spread. This
gives

μ = 2.6382 ± 0.0002 (38)

as a best estimate for μ from these extrapolants.
Similarly, biased estimates for γ are given by

γn = nrn/μ − n + 1, (39)
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Figure 13. A magnification of the Y-intercept of data obtained by implementing GAS for
n ∈ [0, 499]. In this plot, rn is displayed against 1/n for n ∈ [100, 499]. These data indicate that
2.6368 � μ � 2.6388.

where we may choose μ = 2.6382 from the results above. Assuming that μ = 2.6382 and
taking the average for n � n0 give results virtually independent of n0 for n0 > 1. By plotting
γn against 1/n, one obtains the estimate 1.32 � γ � 1.36. By taking the midpoint as our best
estimate, and taking one half of the difference of the bounds as a confidence interval, our best
estimate is

γ = 1.34 ± 0.02. (40)

These results for μ and γ are close to the exact enumeration data value for μ given by
μ = 2.638 15 . . . ([15], see also references [12, 23]) and the exact value of the entropic
exponent: γ = 43/32 = 1.343 75 [7, 21].

We have also examined our data by other series techniques such as Padè and differential
approximants, but the approximate series produced by GAS are still too noisy to give consistent
results. That is, while some approximants give results which are good estimates for μ, other
nearby approximants did not converge at all, indicating that the methods are numerically
unstable or unreliable.

To gauge the accuracy of the simulations, we repeated the GAS calculation in two
dimensions for n ∈ [0, 499], sampling along 200 sequences, each sequence of length 50×106.
The results were similar to the above. In figure 13, the ratio estimator rn is plotted against
1/n, magnified and displayed for n ∈ [100, 499]. The results are consistent with those
obtained in the interval [0, 249], confirming the analysis and giving a consistent estimate of
the confidence interval claimed above for the extrapolated value of μ: 2.6368 � μ � 2.6388.
Similar extrapolation of γn in equation (39) gives γ ≈ 1.33, close to its exact value.

In three dimensions the ratio estimator in equation (36) was first computed from
n ∈ [100, 249]. By plotting it against 1/n and magnifying and extrapolating the data to
large values of n, this shows that 4.6825 � μ � 4.6860 in the cubic lattice. See figure 14 for
a plot of rn against 1/n for n ∈ [100, 249].

Linear extrapolation through equation (37) gives linear extrapolants μn. Assuming that
μn are normally distributed about μ and by minimizing the least squares error, and giving
our results in the form (n0, μn0), we obtain (1, 4.6820 . . .), (5, 4.6835 . . .), (10, 4.6845 . . .),

(15, 4.6853 . . .) and (20, 4.6842 . . .). If one ignores the apparent outlier at n0 = 1, then the
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Figure 14. The ratio estimator for data produced by GAS in three dimensions is plotted against
1/n for n ∈ [100, 249].

spread of estimates have midpoint 4.6844 . . . and if one-half the spread is taken as a confidence
interval, then

μ = 4.6844 ± 0.0009 (41)

is our best estimate from these data.
Biased estimates for γ are given by the extrapolant in equation (39) where we choose μ

equal to its average μ = 4.6844 obtained above. By plotting γn against 1/n, one obtains the
estimate 1.14 � γ � 1.18. By taking the midpoint as our best estimate, and taking one half
of the difference of the bounds as a confidence interval, our best estimate is

γ = 1.16 ± 0.02. (42)

This result is consistent with estimates of the entropic exponent obtained elsewhere (γ =
1.160 ± 0.004 [16–18]).

6.2. Results from simulations using GABS

Runs with nmax = 999 in the two- and three-dimensional hypercubic lattices were performed.
Since the implementation of endpoint atmospheric moves in this algorithm is fast, we were
able to realize 3000 sequences φ, each sequence with 500 × 106 levels in both two and three
dimensions.

Weights were computed along each sequence, while βn were updated after each sequence
to initiate the next. This produced flat distributions on [0, 999] similar to the data displayed
in figure 10.

Average weights were computed and cn were estimated using equation (35) with N = 2.
In table 3, we compare estimates for cn extracted from our simulations with exact results.

In two dimensions the ratio estimator rn in equation (36) is plotted against 1/n in
figure 15 for n ∈ [100, 999]. By extrapolating these data to the Y-axis one obtains an estimate
of μ. By magnifying and extrapolating the data as shown, it follows that 2.6378 � μ � 2.6384
in two dimensions.

A second estimate can be obtained by computing the linear extrapolant μn in equation
(37). The results are displayed against 1/n0 in figure 16, and the extrapolants accumulate
close to 2.638. Analysing these data as before gives estimates of μ virtually independent of
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Figure 15. The ratio estimator rn (see equation (36)) plotted against 1/n for two-dimensional data
obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [100, 999]. Extrapolating
to 0 gives an estimate of μ.

Table 3. Approximate enumeration with GABS.

n cn in 2D Estimate cn in 3D Estimate

0 1 0.999 96 1 1.000 07
1 4 3.999 87 6 6.000 17
2 12 12.000 17 30 29.999 77
3 36 36.003 57 150 150.0053
4 100 100.0210 726 726.0873
5 284 284.0680 3534 3534.620
6 780 780.2060 16 926 16 929.37
7 2172 2172.580 81 390 81 407.93
8 5916 5917.757 387 966 388 041.0
9 16 268 16 273.50 1853 886 1854 240

10 44 100 44 117.10 8809 878 8811 953
11 120 292 120 343.7 41 934 150 41 944 630
12 324 932 325 092.7 198 842 742 198 897 700
13 881 500 881 974.7 943 974 510 944 239 300
14 2374 444 2375 687 4468 911 678 4470 120 000
15 6416 596 6419 573 21 175 146 054 21 180 730 000
16 17 245 332 17 253 130 100 121 875 974 100 147 670 000

n0 for small values of n0. In particular, if we present our results in the form (n0, μn0),
then we obtain (1, 2.637 83 . . .), (5, 2.638 31 . . .), (10, 2.638 37 . . .), (15, 2.638 31 . . .) and
(20, 2.638 23). Taking the midpoint of the spread as our best estimate, and half the spread as
a confidence interval, gives, while ignoring the apparent outlier at n0 = 1, our best estimate

μ = 2.638 30 ± 0.000 07. (43)

Estimating the entropic exponent from our data proved more difficult. The extrapolant
γn (see equation (39), with μ = 2.6383) is plotted against 1/n in figure 17. There is a
linear relationship for smaller values of n, but numerical noise in the data accumulates with
increasing n to produce a large spread as n approaches 999. Least squares analysis of the data
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Figure 16. Linear extrapolants μn (see equation (37)) plotted against 1/n for two-dimensional data
obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [10, 999]. Extrapolating
gives an estimate of μ.
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Figure 17. Linear extrapolants γn (see equation (39)) plotted against 1/n for two-dimensional
data obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [10, 999].

produced values of γ too small if all the data are included, but by drawing bounds on the data
for small values of n, one may conclude that 1.32 � γ � 1.36. This shows that

γ = 1.34 ± 0.02. (44)

This is consistent with the estimate obtained in two dimensions from GAS data in
[0, 249].

In three dimensions, the ratio estimator rn in equation (36) is plotted against 1/n in
figure 18 for n ∈ [100, 999]. By extrapolating these data to the Y-axis one obtains bounds on
an estimate of μ. By magnifying and extrapolating the data as shown in the figure, it follows
that 4.6835 < μ < 4.6845 in three dimensions.
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Figure 18. The ratio estimator rn (see equation (36)) plotted against 1/n for three-dimensional data
obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [100, 999]. Extrapolating
to 0 gives an estimate of μ.
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Figure 19. Linear extrapolants μn (see equation (37)) plotted against 1/n for three-dimensional
data obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [10, 999].

A second estimate can be obtained by computing the linear extrapolant μn in
equation (37). The results are displayed against 1/n0 in figure 19, and the extrapolants
accumulate close to 4.684. Analysing these results gives estimates of μ virtually independent
of n0 for small values of n0. In particular, if we present our results in the form (n0, μn0), then
we obtain (1, 4.6830 . . .), (5, 4.6844 . . .), (10, 4.6841 . . .), (15, 4.6840 . . .) and (20, 4.6838).
Taking the midpoint of the spread as our best estimate, and half the spread as a confidence
interval gives, while ignoring the apparent outlier at n0 = 1, we obtain our best estimate

μ = 4.6837 ± 0.0007. (45)

Similarly, biased estimates for γ are given by the estimator in equation (39). Assuming that
μ = 4.6837 and plotting the data gives the results in figure 20. There is a linear relationship for
smaller values of n, but numerical noise in the data accumulates with increasing n to produce
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Figure 20. Linear extrapolants γn (see equation (39)) plotted against 1/n for three-dimensional
data obtained by GABS for n ∈ [2, 999]. Displayed are data for values of n ∈ [10, 999].

a large spread as n approaches 999. Least squares analysis of the data produced values of γ

too small if all the data are included, but by drawing bounds on the data for small values of n,
one may conclude that 1.140 � γ � 1.165. This shows that

γ = 1.153 ± 0.013. (46)

This is consistent with the estimate obtained in three dimensions from GAS data in [0, 249].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new Monte Carlo algorithm for sampling self-avoiding walks. The
algorithm is a generalization of GARM [24], and it naturally provides a method for sampling
from flat histograms without invoking pruning and enrichment techniques as in PERM [11].
The algorithm is very general in the sense that any selection of irreducible atmospheric moves
can be used, and we considered only two cases: a generalized atmosphere and an endpoint
atmosphere.

We used the algorithm to sample self-avoiding walks using generalized and endpoint
atmospheres, and showed that the algorithm is an approximate enumeration technique. We
analysed our results by using basic series analysis techniques (linear extrapolants) to estimate
the growth constant and entropic exponents for self-avoiding walks. The estimates for μ and
γ can be rounded by considering in each case the confidence interval. In this event, we state
our best values for μ and γ from the simulations as follows.

The estimates for μ and γ from GAS simulations for n ∈ [0, 249] give the estimates

μ = 2.6382 ± 0.0002 and γ = 1.34 ± 0.02 (47)

in two dimensions, and

μ = 4.684 ± 0.001 and γ = 1.16 ± 0.02 (48)

rounded up to the next digit, in three dimensions.
Simulations using the GABS version of GAS are more efficient because the

implementation of endpoint atmospheric moves is computationally fast. This enabled us
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Figure 21. Extrapolating βn = [〈a−〉n/〈a+〉n] to n → ∞ for generalized atmospheres (GAS)
and endpoint atmospheres (GABS) in two-dimensional simulations of GAS and GABS. Since βn

should approach 1/μ as n → ∞, the Y-intercepts are estimates of 1/μ.

to sample walks of lengths in the interval [0, 999] in two and three dimensions. Analysing
the results and considering the confidence intervals in each case give our best estimates as
follows:

μ = 2.6383 ± 0.0001 and γ = 1.34 ± 0.02 (49)

in two dimensions, and

μ = 4.684 ± 0.001 and γ = 1.15 ± 0.02 (50)

in three dimensions. The estimates of μ in this case are consistent with the GAS estimates in
equations (47) and (48).

Since the GABS estimates involve sampling over much longer sequences and lengths
of walks, we take the estimates in equations (49) and (50) as our best estimates for μ, and
note that these estimates are within the error bars or identical to the results in equations (47)
and (48).

The self-tuning of βn in GAS and GABS allows us to extrapolate βn to β∞ as n → ∞. We
do this in figure 21 for GAS and GABS in two dimensions. Carefully extrapolating the data as
shown, shows that 0.3789 � β∞ � 0.3791 (GAS data) and 0.3789 � β∞ � 0.3791 (GABS
data). Since βn → 1/μ, these numerical bounds give estimates for the growth constant, and
we obtain μ = 2.6385 ± 0.0007 from both data sets, which we round up to

μ = 2.6385 ± 0.0010 (51)

as a best value. This compares well with our best estimate in equation (49) above.
The same arguments can be used in the three-dimensional data, and the extrapolation

of βn is illustrated in figure 22. Carefully extrapolating the data as shown, shows that
0.21345 � β∞ � 0.21365 (GAS data) and 0.213 47 � β∞ � 0.213 52 (GABS data). This
shows that μ = 4.6827 ± 0.0022 (GAS data) and μ = 4.683 95 ± 0.000 55. Rounding up
these estimates show that

μ =
{

4.683 ± 0.003 GAS;
4.6840 ± 0.0006 GABS.

(52)
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Figure 22. Extrapolating βn = [〈a−〉n/〈a+〉n] to n → ∞ for generalized atmospheres (GAS)
and endpoint atmospheres (GABS) in two-dimensional simulations of GAS and GABS. Since βn

should approach 1/μ as n → ∞, the Y-intercepts are estimates of 1/μ.

These results are comparable in accuracy to our best estimate in equation (50) above.
Overall the simulations using GABS were fast and provided reliable data for estimating

critical exponents and growth constants. The implementation of GAS with generalized
atmospheres is slower because each elementary move takes on average O(n) CPU-time if
the walk has length n, for n ∈ [0, nmax]. This slowing down with increasing n of the algorithm
can be overcome with better coding techniques, as was done for the pivot algorithm in [4].

Ideally, there should be the possibility of using more sophisticated series analysis methods
with our data to extract better values for growth constants and entropic exponents. We are
investigating this, but even longer simulations to obtained smoother data might be necessary.
The extensions of GAS to other lattice models (such as polygons, trees, animals and surfaces)
only require appropriate atmospheres in each case. We are currently investigating the sampling
of knotted cubic lattice polygons with GAS.
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